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Introduction

During these days, Call Tracking and Search Engine Optimization or SEO has 
been the subject of a lot of business conversations. You can find a lot of 

resources online written by marketing professionals themselves criticizing 
call tracking, wrongfully accusing that it is detrimental to SEO. Of course other 
marketers have come to the rescue, refuting this to say that call tracking, used 
the right way, will not cause harm to SEO.

This whitepaper then aims to achieve the following:

• To sum up both sides’ arguments
• To seep through all the trash and provide the right facts
• To come up with practical solutions to help you continue monitoring the 
right data while still having faith in Google 

Research and Analysis that’s Unparalleled

There is not many whitepapers out there yet that thoroughly and accurately 
examines the link and association between SEO and call tracking.

After reading this whitepaper, we hope your minds will be illuminated on the 
truth about call tracking and SEO.

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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Call Tracking and SEO 101

Basically call tracking is utilized by online marketers to check which of their 
marketing efforts – campaigns, keywords and sources are leading the audience 
to give them a phone call. Throughout the whole of the America and Canada, 
more than a hundred thousand online marketers deploy call tracking to cease 
out loopholes in their measurement of marketing ROI. Renowned companies 
globally also use call tracking to check on the success measure of their online 
marketing efforts such as retargeting, PPC and SEO. Data is very much of high 
value to businesspersons. They invest a lot of money on it.

Call tracking is also used by third party marketing companies. This is to show 
how effective their work is to their clients and to prospective clients. These are 
mostly done by marketing companies that deploy SEO and PPC campaigns.

As researched by BIA/Kelsey, the call tracking industry is now worth $1 billion. It 
is now the convention.
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When call tacking is used the right way, it will not harm your SEO. That’s the 
fact of the matter. Even rival call tracking companies will tell you that. The right 
method of using call tracking is the DNI call tracking kind. This method will not 
jeopardize your SEO. You will learn more about this as we get along. The issue 
is that the business of call tracking historically has failed in proper education 
of online marketers on how to use call tracking the right way.

Why then do some people claim that call tracking is detrimental to SEO? The 
cause would probably be NAP – Name Address and Phone number. Since the 
beginning Google already clarifies that NAP needs to be constant through every 
online directory there is out there. If there were different phone numbers, then 
this will definitely confuse the algorithm and affect your SEO negatively. This is 
also probably why some online marketers do not trust call tracking.

They may be right that it does confuse if call tracking numbers are listed in 
various directories but it should be common sense not to do so. Nevertheless, 
there are still a lot of articles online that put together its benefits together with 
the misuse of call tracking in online directories. And sadly, some call tracking 
companies are to be blamed for this mistake, without thinking about the 
disadvantages to their customers.

The Fact of the Matter behind Call Tracking and SEO

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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Why Call Tracking is in Demand to Marketers

In spite of all the criticisms call tracking and SEO is getting, online marketers 
still scramble for them, and the industry is very much alive with a lot of major 
players.

What are the possible reasons why business marketers are hungry for these 
data?

• Growth in number of calls. Businesses are receiving more and more calls 
instead of getting less. This can be due to the fact that mobile click-to-call 
traffic is also increasing and at the same time the more searches are made 
with the widespread availability of smartphones.

• Call tracking helps connect the dots. If call data is not tracked, then you 
are missing out on data, which is probably the most useful in your return of 
investment. If there is no call tracking, it would be difficult to create precise ROI 
calculations. 

This whitepaper is composed of the following sections:

I. Words from the Local SEO Authorities
II. Google, DNI, and Call Tracking
III. Time to Maintain NAP and Utilize Call Tracking
IV. Debugging the Myth Between Call Tracking and SEO
V. Proofs That Call Tracking Does Not Negatively Affect SEO
VI. Maintain Local Search Data Reliability With Basics of Call Tracking
VII. Prevent Hurting Your SEO with These Tips
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I. Words from the Local SEO Authorities

A sure way to check of the validity of an argument is to listen to what the 
authorities say, and not just any authority, but especially those who will not 
gain from it.

The focal point of this part of the paper is to get those authorities’ POV on the 
matter, if call tracking does indeed harm SEO.

Local SEO Authority: Anthony Kash

Anthony Kash founder of TopRankSEO, an SEO firm from Orange County, CA 
initially emailed us about call tracking and SEO without the intention of public 
consumption, but he did not know how much of great article it was that is why 
we asked for his permission to share it and here it goes. 

What Kash did first was to read up a lot on call tracking and local SEO, and 
he actually noticed that the answers to the issues actually have proper 
documentation. Provided that precautionary steps are taken to ensure that 
your tracking numbers does not get raked by the authorities or by Google, the 
use of tracking numbers are actually acceptable.

On the other hand, if your business is still relatively new, and you have 
complete access to your tracking number (whether you rented it from someone 
who went out of business), you should make good use of that number in your 
marketing campaigns, while your business is still fresh from startup. You just 
have to be persevere in ensuring that your real number would not be used by 
anyone else, even just on a business card.

Throughout the years, this issue usually heats up arguments between 
marketers and the call tracking industry, for those who use and abuse tracking 
numbers without consideration of SMP or NAP. Anthony mentions even one of 
his clients’ businesses even have been taken hostage by one of these firms.

Anthony also believes that education is key. Those companies that wish to 
utilize call tracking must themselves know of the probably implications. They 
should be aware of the watch-outs. It may be assumed that they may not be 
as marketing savvy. That is why it is quite hard for some of them to grasp that 
if they use the tracking number in their NAP, and then suddenly decide to not 
use that number, then fixing the NAP will surely turn to difficulty. Even though 
the SMB may be fully committed, changing and correcting back the NAP will be 
quite hopeless. The moment it has become part of the local search networked, 
it will be up and running online, published here and there. And for a quite a 
wide time period.

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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Now you may ask if this is the fault of the call tracking companies. Well, 
probably some of them. Admittedly there are some companies that assign 
call tracking numbers to lawyers and publicizing them on their profile that’s 
supposed to be trustworthy. And this definitely jumbles the NAP procedure.

In the end, Anthony thinks that it still comes down to education – of all parties 
involved. Companies who employ call tracking must now the low-down on it 
not because they do not trust the third party, but because they will be using 
these numbers in all of their campaigns. That is why they need to be educated. 
They should know not just what to do, but also what not to do. And that 
includes reading the fine print. 

Tracking numbers will do great for any business, even Anthony himself uses 
these all the time, most especially for his lead gen projects. These numbers 
are great in measuring campaign outputs. But they do only work well for him 
because he knows how to use those numbers. Marketers should also know how 
to use them as well.

As Anthony has said it, the key here is education. It is actually the duty of the 
call tracking companies to educate their customers of what’s and what-nots 
of the business. But unfortunately, not all companies do so. That is why we 
feel that it is our duty through this whitepaper to educate the people on call 
tracking and SEO. 

The other lesson learned from Anthony is that call tracking, used the right 
way, you might be surprised that it is an extremely awesome way of collecting 
data to measure the success of your campaigns. Call tracking data really does 
matter.

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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II. Google, DNI, and Call Tracking

Google is infamous as an all-knowing entity in the Internet world. A user-
friendly web search engine, it lets you find for other sites on the web through 
keywords. 

While it is true that entrepreneurs who are Internet dependent want to test 
and measure every element of their online campaigns, the concept of using 
various phone numbers for different landing pages, directory listings and 
campaign sources still frightens them. However, more than call tracking, it is 
the omnipotent Google that scares them the most.

Google and its Perfection

Google has the power to dictate what move is beneficial and what is not. It 
knows relevant ways for you to drive traffic to your site. What you can do and 
cannot do depends on the infallible Google. Even more so, Google is powered 
to determine what is good search engine optimization and what is bad. 

Emphasizing the perfection of Google is the truth that the people behind it do 
everything in the name of their customer, the end-user. Being one of the five 
most popular websites in the world, Google also owns the best medium on the 

planet to help you reach your target market. 

Once the omniscient Google says that the consistency of Name-
Address-Phone Number (NAP) is an essential element for you to 
rank higher in search engine results, then you better believe it.

If you are an avid Internet user, either a marketer or a customer, you cannot 
deny that Google has been a huge help. Yet sometimes, it can still be a bit 
domineering. This overwhelming trait of Google takes away a precious tool for 
online marketers who care more about driving phone calls that web traffics. 
Truth be told, this hurts marketers just like how it troubles consumers.

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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III. Time to Maintain NAP and Utilize Call Tracking

Through the Managed Logix technology, you can choose and show phone 
numbers on a page by just pointing on the source, URL, or visitor session. Make 
your default phone number visible on the page for indexing spiders. 

On the other hand, you can always use Managed Logix to create a swamp of 
phone numbers that are ignored by spider and can be displayed via JavaScript. 
This is an avenue for you to keep the integrity and reputation of your page in 
relation to SEO, as well as assemble necessary call metrics. In fact, a number 
of businesses in the U.S. and across Canada use this method to gather call 
analytics and marketing metrics. Meanwhile, it is also essential in aiding SEO 
integrity.

Call Tracking and SEO: Maximize the Return of your Marketing

Measuring results has made marketers that like to drive phone calls from 
SEM bold to face challenges. Since the phone is not connected to the web, all 
analytics and visibility related to visitor behavior are discredited and fade away 
in the claws of a phone call.

But things started to change when call tracking entered the scene. Along came 
an amazing way of measuring phone conversions and recording all information 
about incoming phone calls. Marketers could place a unique phone number 
on their landing pages and assign a customer response to different campaigns 
and sources. 

NAP Consistency of Google

Life was good, but then Google proved that life is a continuous discovery when 
it made consistency in NAP (Name, Address, Phone Number) a part of its 
ranking algorithm for local search. This means listing various phone numbers 
in different places could bring setbacks and negative effects to your rankings. 

If you are a marketer and you have to make a choice, will you choose accurate 
phone call lead attribution or better Google search ranking? 

Honestly, you do not have to make a choice in the first place. Call tracking may 
not affect search engine rankings if implemented properly. You can keep your 
NAP consistent while still displaying different phone numbers on a page for 
different traffic sources. Everything can be possible through the method called 
Dynamic Number Insertion (DNI).

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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How Does Dynamic Number Insertion Work?

Dynamic Number Insertion s a process used to measure the impact of digital 
efforts on inbound phone calls.  DNI increases the odds that a prospect calls 
you right away. 

Through DNI, call tracking numbers can be shown while still listing a consistent 
and single phone number for search engine spiders to index. This allows 
marketers to track the sources, keywords, links, etc. that produce phone calls. 
This unique and dynamic phone number is generated via a unique snippet of 
Javascript.DNI is made possible by placing bit-o-javascript within the HTML. The 
Javascript determines the information of the website visitor and assigns which 
phone number to display. 

Instead of the default number, a unique number will appear on the page. It 
can be a source or campaign which the visitor can use if ever to place a phone 
call. Good thing search engine indexing does not eliminate javascript. This trait 
permits DNI to preserve the original default number for the search engine to 
detect and compare with other listings for consistency.

Call tracking does not hurt SEO in any way. Yet of course, you cannot simply 
change the mind of stubborn who are convinced that DNI brings negative 
results SEO. If indexing eliminates Javascript, then the same effect should apply 
to implementing analytics tools, marketing automation tools and optimization 
tools. However, no negative effect is ever recorded despite these major 
undertaking. If call tracking is implemented thoroughly and properly, NAP is 
maintained and analytics are gathered in smooth transition. 

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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IV. Debugging the Myth Between Call Tracking and SEO

Marketers should be wise in differentiating a fact from a misconception. 
Stereotypes and misconception, just like first impressions, may last even if 
proven false. The same case applies with call tracking and SEO. Many marketers 
still put them head on when in fact, it is not call tracking that might hurt 
the SEO. Misinformation and one’s stubbornness may cause a marketer his 
business and a lot more.

Marketers are often scared that call tracking might just bring pain to SEO 
because of two reasons. It is wither they are unaware of how call tracking works 
or they are uninformed of how call tracking technology evolved.

Can Call Tracking Hurt SEO?

No. There is a very small possibility that call tracking can put your SEO in 
danger. You don’t have to change your number, just make sure Google’s NAP is 
not impacted. Plus, you can always activate and implement call tracking DNI, 
which dynamically generates a unique phone number for every visitor to the 
site, as well as for each referring source and URL.

What’s amazing about DNI is that the phone number is changed even before 
a web visitor can tell that a unique and completely different phone number 
appears on the page. That means encoded HTML phone number on your site 
will remain unchanged despite call tracking. The NAP remains intact and your 
SEO continues to do its job. 

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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A/B Testing shows the same way!

A/B Testing Platforms works the same way as DNI. In A/B Testing, the page 
changes using specific Javascript parameters without delay. This happens even 
before a visitor sees the page. The hard-coded HTML stays the same.  Unlike 
the usual misconception, A/B testing will not harm SEO despite the job of 
generating different versions of landing pages for A/B testing purposes. SEO 
is not impacted negatively at all. The content is always changing, but this will 
neither upset Google nor damage SEO.

Call tracking DNI and A/B testing services use the same precise method and 
entails almost the same impact to SEO. That is why there is no sense that SEO 
experts who willingly use A/B testing platforms fear call tracking. Marketers like 
them clearly have a short understanding of how DNI works. They still insist that 
Google crawls Javascript for SEO. In the end, they will be missing the benefits 
that both call tracking and A/B testing may provide for them. 

Local businesses and their marketers need call tracking data. It can basically 
help entrepreneurs save thousands of dollars of marketing every week.  What 
you just need to do is optimize ROI on a real-time basis and start spending 
money on campaigns that will result to an increased production of calls.

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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Why Do Some Loyal SEO Users Avoid Call Tracking?

The Internet world has seen how SEO companies bash call tracking. They claim 
that it negatively impacts SEO, the true provider of your marketing needs. This 
is despite the studies showing that such claim has no basis. Once again, SEO 
isn’t harmed by call tracking. Millions of businesses and marketing companies 
in the world use call tracking and greatly benefit from it. 

But why do some local SEO companies still hate call tracking and throw 
negative claims about it? There can only be four reasons. 

1. They do not understand the innovative and improved methods of 
call tracking. 

These bashers often concern themselves with NAP (Name, Address, Phone 
number) consistency. They say that call tracking cannot keep up with SEO. 
When a business puts out its numbers scattered in the internet and, for some 
reason or another, a new number was inserted, call tracking will mess up SEO 
efforts. True, inconsistent NAP would be troublesome. However, call tracking 
does not rely on changing phone numbers in directory listings anymore. 

In order to combat NAP consistency issues, a business only needs to use a 
Javascript to let everything fall back into place. DNI (Dynamic Number Insertion) 
Javascript will help you revise all your phone numbers in the internet with just 
one click. This technique helps maintain the consistency of NAP, hence, keep 
SEO from getting harmed. 

The people who campaign against call tracking and say that it is not good for 
SEO must have failed to speak with call tracking companies. Their knowledge of 
the technology behind it is very outdated. 

2. They fail to put much value on phone calls.

Often, call tracking bashers try to bad mouth the technology because they 
do not believe that phone calls are good lead sources. They only see phone 
numbers as a hotline for current customers in case they would need help from 
the business. They do not understand that apart from customer service, phone 
lines should be kept open for potential clients as well. They fail to grasp that 
the reason why a business should put its phone number all over the internet 
is to encourage incoming calls from interested buyers. Therefore, before you 
believe a basher, ask them how much they know about call tracking and how 
much they value a phone number. 

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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3. Some marketers try to hide the number of phone calls they 
generate. 

Some call tracking haters are marketers. They bad mouth the technology 
because they do not want their clients to know how many phone calls they are 
actually generating. Some claim that it is a trade secret, others simply do not 
generate enough calls for their clients to be satisfied. Hence, they would rather 
keep their clients in the dark and tell them that call tracking is nonsense. If 
you have a marketer, demand for a call tracking service to see the fruits of 
marketing efforts yourself. 

4. They just need to write about something, anything. 

In this digital age, a business can be noticed through its content. Content is 
the king of SEO. Without it, SEO would not flourish. Thus, every business is 
pressured to have as much content about them as possible in order to land 
the first page of every related search. Some marketers, in order to bring their 
clients on the first page, write about anything under the sun. It does not matter 
whether the article is completely true or not. What matters is that there is 
something in the internet that relates to them or their service. 

Do not believe the bashers. Call tracking does not hurt SEO. When properly 
used, call tracking could even complement it. If you’re interested in further 
reading about call tracking, then, check out other whitepapers produced by 
Managed Logix.

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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V. Proofs That Call Tracking Does Not Negatively Affect 
SEO

A few people have been trying to crush call tracking by claiming that it has 
adverse effects on a business’ SEO efforts. They have been spreading lies all 
over the internet. 

Call tracking is a must-have for business. Even international corporations take 
care of their call tracking because they know how important it is in generating 
leads and sales. Some bashers, however, claim the contrary. They say that call 
tracking is a waste of resources since it adversely affects SEO, a marketing 
strategy that is very necessary in this digital era. 

Indeed, call tracking may not be good for SEO if and only if it is not used 
accordingly. If call tracking is used appropriately, it does not ruin SEO efforts. It 
even complements them. While bashers try to bad mouth call tracking as much 
as possible, Managed Logix compiled pieces of evidence to prove that it does 
not have a negative effect on SEO. 

• There is no contrary evidence proving that SEO is adversely 
affected by call tracking. 

When you will read articles written by bashers, you will notice that they are 
making baseless claims. They cannot present data or numbers that show call 
tracking as the bad guy that beats SEO to death. They cannot present them 
because they do not exist. There is no data that can show that call tracking 
hurts SEO. What exists is a huge number of studies showing that call tracking 
can help businesses make more money and save thousands and thousands 
of dollars of marketing. Fortune 500 companies even make sure that a part of 
their budget is spent o n strengthening and constantly upgrading their call 
tracking technology. Most small and medium sized enterprises, on the other 
hand, have experienced the beauty of call tracking in the sense that it helps 
them identify problematic marketing areas. 

• Call tracking is, basically, the same technology used by most A/B 
testing sites.

A/B testing is a means of testing whether or not the changes you made to 
your webpage produce more positive results than its previous layout or design. 
The technology used by most A/B testing sites is the very same technology 
used in call tracking. Hence, when people say something against call tracking 
technology they are, in a way, bad mouthing A/B testing as well. A/B testing 
sites does not have a negative effect on SEO, thus, call tracking, too, does not 
adversely affect SEO. 
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• Call tracking uses the same technology in generating content and 
ads. 

Aside from A/B testing sites, call tracking’s technology is also similar to the 
technology used to generate content and ads. The latter does not negatively 
affect SEO. In fact, generating content and ads is a part of SEO. Therefore, the 
same JavaScript used in call tracking cannot possibly hurt SEO as well. 

• More and more businesses choose to use call tracking. 

When something is so good, one cannot just stop. Call tracking cannot possibly 
harm SEO because if it does, businesses should have slammed it down by 
now. Instead, the contrary is happening. More businesses are going after call 
tracking to help their marketing efforts. 

• Call tracking can be used with anything.

Call tracking can be used to complement SEO. Additionally, it can also be 
integrated with Google Analytics and Universal Analytics to easily analyze data 
and understand web traffic. By integrating call tracking to your analytics, you 
can see which add, keywords, and platforms drive more calls, determine which 
product or content is downloaded before or after a call, and assess where 
most of your callers come from. With call marketing, businesses can increase 
their search engine marketing efficiency because they can know which ads 
actually pay and drive phone calls. 

These are just some of the pieces of evidence to prove that the idea of call 
tracking negatively affecting SEO is a myth. When call tracking comes with 
Dynamic Number Insertion or (DNI) Javascript, it can complement SEO and all 
other marketing strategies. Moreover, the proper use of call tracking such as 
tracking the numbers posted on your website, not on directory listings, will help 
improve local SEO. If you’re interested in further reading about call tracking 
and how it relates with SEO, then check out other whitepaper produced by 
Managed Logix.

Call tracking is a way of monitoring conventional marketing channels such 
as direct mail, TV, print, radio, and a lot more). Through Dynamic Number 
insertions, you can also track online marketing. What does this mean? Simply 
that your existing phone number is stored on the site but a temporary number 
appears through JavaScript snippets. 

Your number remains visible to Google and is still stored on the page. NAP is 
not harmed; SEO is intact. All in all, you sleep better at night. 

http://www.managedlogix.com/
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Javascript technology such as this, trusted by countless businesses in the 
country, can be useful for gathering call analytics. This technology has been 
used to alter and test landing pages based on the results. It’s even used by 
the site’s competitors. Best of all, using this Javascript method, content can 
be modified to fit the location and the needs and wants of the visitor. This 
technology will not harm your SEO at all. 

This Javascript technology is everywhere. 

If someone insists that this Javascript technology for call tracking impacts SEO, 
then it only follows that dynamic content and A/B testing both have a negative 
effect on SEO. Again, statistics and data must be provided to prove that it is 
indeed true. 

Generalization is Not a Reliable Basis

Articles that condemn call tracking do not consider the subtle differences. 
They approach the issue with a general thought that everything about it is bad, 
when only a few aspects are problematic. 

The reason behind this is improper use. There are providers and their clients 
who harm their SEO simply because they don’t know how to use it well. 

And so, these articles will say that call tracking should be avoided at all costs. 
It gives the wrong impression to marketers that call tracking is harmful when in 
fact, it’s perfectly safe to use. They are simply making generalizations. 
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VI. Maintain Local Search Data Reliability With Basics 
of Call Tracking

Marketers will make a huge mistake if they disregard call tracking just because 
they fear it will harm their SEO. There are subtle differences with the issue of 
call tracking that deserves an answer that addresses these differences. The 
answer should never be a general YES or NO. 

Most articles do this and that’s why it’s so exasperating.

When the issue is as nuanced as call tracking that does not mean it should 
be complex. Marketers should be approach it with common sense. Question: 
do you change all numbers in your listing to a different one? Of course not, it 
would not make sense. However, should you employ Dynamic Number Insertion 
to temporarily change a phone number while maintaining the original number 
in your database? Of course. 

These are not complicated questions. Just remember to be smart about how 
best to use call tracking technologies. 

If a marketer will not dedicate enough time and effort to find the truth about 
call tracking, then ROI will also suffer. If someone doesn’t care enough to 
learn about something, how will this be utilized best? And it’s not even about 
reading books—reading blogs will suffice. A good and reliable marketer will find 
everything there is to learn how to use call tracking effectively. 

In a nutshell, use call tracking properly and it will do no harm to your SEO. 

Don’t Be Like a Politician

Politicians answer a lot of complicated issues with a very general statement. 
This is especially true during elections when they are asked about immigration, 
debts, international policies, etc. These challenging questions need an answer 
that is truthful and differentiates among the finer details. 

The same can be said about call tracking. 

Most writers and bloggers make general statements about call tracking and its 
effects on SEO without delving into the finer details. There are benefits to call 
tracking if one only bothers to find out what they are. In fact, those who use 
call tracking actually receive higher ROIs than marketers who don’t.
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VII. Prevent Hurting Your SEO with These Tips

At Managed Logix, we want to provide you with more than just arguments and 
facts prove call tracking is useful and won’t harm your SEO—as long as it’s 
used properly.

In this section we discuss some tips you can employ to avoid hurting SEO while 
using call tracking. 

1. Call Tracking Dynamic Number Insertion (DNI)

We’ve already established how using DNI with call tracking—either on your or 
your client’s site—can make it safer. There is a unanimous agreement among 
experts on this point. It is not even debatable any longer.

Using Javascript with call tracking number is safe and being used universally. It 
is how most call tracking numbers are used nowadays. 

Keep in mind though that call tracking is best used on a website—whether it’s 
yours or your client’s. It is not advisable to use it on directories, online yellow 
pages or citations. This may lead to confusions with NAP and infuriate Google. 

2. Use Porting!

Porting is simply converting your phone number into a call tracking one. 
Various marketers will just port their toll free or local number to Managed 
Logix. They will then collect data via call tracking using that number, altogether 
avoiding call tracking numbers. Of course, there are ups and downs to this 
method:

Pro: Ownership of the number is to YOU. Never believe call tracking companies 
that will insist it isn’t; 
Your number remains the same as before, therefore no SEO harm done. 

Con: Granular data is not available. With just one number, you can’t do any 
A/B testing or even track the source. Managed Logix recommends using DNI 
instead—more efficient and safe all around.

3. Call Tracking for Offline Ads!

Call tracking numbers can be used for a whole lot of marketing strategies. 
It can be plugged into print yellow pages ads, radio and TV ads, direct mail 
campaigns, etc. These strategies obviously won’t hurt SEO. 
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And if you really think about it, why would anyone use direct mail campaign 
without using call tracking as well?

4. No Script Tags

The Minnesota Search Association suggests using Javascript with a No Script 
tag when using call tracking. This ensures that the phone number being used 
is NAP friendly and also indexable. A No Script code may look like this: 

<noscript>612-587-6544</noscript>

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recommends NOSCRIPT to provide 
alternative content in the event of a script not being executed. It is for users 
who, using an old browser with the Javascript turned off or cannot start the 
script, can still read access the phone number. 

5. DNI and Sitewide Footer NAPs

Though it is not required, Managed Logix has found that DNI and NAPs eases 
the mind of most people. James Svoboda, contributor to MarketingLand and 
member of the WhichTestWon Advisory Board has said that most of the 
complaints regarding call tracking stem from the uncertainty of having the 
phone number or tracked number indexed. He also says that to alleviate this 
problem, the official phone number and address of the business is included 
in every webpage. With this solution, there is a constant NAP signal which also 
removes confusion regarding NAP. 

6. Transmit NAP Signal with Schemas

The Minnesota Search Association also states that the telephone item prop is 
an overlooked strategy for most local businesses. This little tidbit of microdata 
actually helps you with the search engines you list your business phone 
numbers with. Also being used by Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, and Yandex, it can 
be a great tool that will be immediately recognizable since it’s also in the data 
markup form they use. 

Proper use of the schema includes simply adding the code 
itemprop=”telephone” to your html code. An example of this may be something 
like:

<span itemprop=”telephone”> (612)587-6544</span>
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Implementation

This whitepaper may be extensive but hopefully, it has answered a few of your 
questions. To summarize:

1. Though they may discourage the use of call tracking, experts will agree that it 
will not harm SEO if used properly. 

2. DNI through Javascript when used with call tracking is universally and simply 
used and will not harm your SEO. 

3. Using various methods, there are ways to ensure your SEO is maintained with 
call tracking. 

Managed Logix works with various marketers—from small enterprises and 
global brands. And all of our clients have never had problems with their SEO in 
any way. 

In the end, call tracking is safe to use. If used correctly. 
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